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Exercise 1

Consider the class

com.andreamazzon.session3.lazyinitialization.LinearCongruentialGenerator

of javacourse-2020. We saw that due to overflows, the number

long congruence = (a * randomNumbers[indexOfInteger] + c) % modulus

can be negative, and to fix this problem we increment it by modulus. However, even if this still produce
a (pseudo) random natural number smaller than modulus, this is not mathematically completely correct.
To better understand the problem, consider 4 bits, giving 16 integers from −8 to +7. Take the modulus
equal to 3. Here 8 % 3 = 2. But 8 corresponds to −8 due to the overflow, (−8) % 3 = −(8 % 3) = −2 and
−2 + 3 = 1. So our method does not give what we would expect. Indeed, the operations overflow and %

do not commute, and one has first to fix the overflow and then to apply the operation %.

Think about a good way to do this in the case when

Long.MAX VALUE < a·modulus < 2· Long.MAX VALUE,

and correct the method generate() written in LinearCongruentialGenerator accordingly, changing
the values of modulus and a so that the above condition holds. You can first copy and paste the class
LinearCongruentialGenerator in your exercise project, and test it as in

com.andreamazzon.session3.lazyinitialization.PseudoRandomNumbersTesting.

Check, for example by Mathematica, that the natural number you get in the presence of an overflow (i.e.,
in the case when you would get a negative number if the overflow was not handled at all) is indeed

(a * previousRandomNumber + c) % modulus

where previousRandomNumber is the previous number in the list.

Note: possible values are a = 6553590L, modulus = 2814749767110L. Choosing seed =

2814749763100L in the test class, the value of the first random natural number must be 2788469871221.

Exercise 2

Write an interface MonteCarloEvaluations with the following methods:

• double[] getComputations(), which returns an array of Monte-Carlo computations of a given
quantity (e.g. this could be an array of prices, as we did last time, or an array of computations of
Monte-Carlo integrals);

• double getAverageComputations(), which returns the average of the array of Monte-Carlo com-
putations;

• double getStandardDeviationComputations(), which returns the standard deviation of the array
of Monte-Carlo computations;

• double[] getMinAndMaxComputations(), which returns minimum and maximum value of the ar-
ray of Monte-Carlo computations;

• int[] getHistogramComputations(double minBin, double maxBin, int numberOfBins),
which returns the histogram of the array of computations dividing the interval between minBin

and maxBin into numberOfBins bins, and also computing the number of outliers.



Write an abstract class MonteCarloExperiments that implements MonteCarloEvaluations.
This class must have a field protected int numberOfMonteCarloComputations, another field
protected double[] monteCarloComputations and a protected abstract void method
generateMonteCarloComputations() which initialises and fill the vector monteCarloComputations,
and whose implementation differs according to the specific Monte-Carlo implementation considered
(e.g., Monte-Carlo computations of the price of an option, Monte-Carlo integration, etc). All the
methods of the interface MonteCarloEvaluations can be implemented here based on the values of
monteCarloComputations (after having called generateMonteCarloComputations()), and using the
methods in

com.andreamazzon.session4.usefulmatrices.UsefulMethodsMatricesVectors,

of javacourse-2020 (some more methods have been added, so you have to pull the project).

Also write an abstract class MonteCarloExperimentsWithExactResult, extending
MonteCarloExperiments, for problems where the exact solution is known (for example, Monte-
Carlo computation of π or Monte-Carlo integration for integrals for which we know the ana-
lytic value). This class must have a protected double field exactValue, a public double[]

method getAbsoluteErrorsOfComputations(), returning the array of the absolute value of er-
rors (i.e., value computed by Monte-Carlo minus exactValue) and a public double method
getAverageAbsoluteError(), returning the average of the array of errors. Also here you can rely on
methods of UsefulMethodsMatricesVectors.

Exercise 3

Write two classes MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction and MonteCarloPi, both extending
MonteCarloExperimentsWithExactResult. Here you have to give the specific implementation of the
method generateMonteCarloComputations(), filling the field double[] monteCarloComputations in-
herited from MonteCarloExperiments with the computations of the integral
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αdx, α ∈ (0,∞), in the
case of MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction, and with the computations of π in the way you have
seen in the lecture in the case of MonteCarloPi.

These classes will both have a field private int numberOfDrawings, indicating the number
of drawings you use for every computation of the integral and of π, respectively. Moreover,
they inherit the field protected int numberOfMonteCarloComputations, whose value gives the
length of double[] monteCarloComputations. The values of numberOfMonteCarloComputations and
numberOfDrawings, and of exponent for MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction, may be given
through the constructor. The value of exactValue is Math.PI for MonteCarloPi and 1

1+exponent for
MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction.

Write a test class with a main method where you test the implementation in
MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction and MonteCarloPi. In particular, you can construct an object of
type MonteCarloIntegrationPowerFunction and make it call the method getAverageAbsoluteError()

inherited from MonteCarloExperimentsWithExactResult, for different number of drawings. Then do
the same for an object of MonteCarloPi. You should see that the average error decreases when you
increase the number of drawings.

You can also test methods at your pleasure, for example the one returning the histogram.


